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Abstract. Direct starting method of asynchronous motor does a lot harm such as current surge and 
mechanical shock, etc . In order to reduce the harmful influence of direct starting method and improve 
the starting performance of asynchronous motor, a scheme of asynchronous motor soft starting 
system based on antiparallel SCR is designed in this paper. Firstly, it analyzes the starting 
performance of asynchronous motor. Secondly, based on the performance results above, the scheme 
of three-phase asynchronous motor soft starting system is established. It regulates stator voltage of 
the motor by SCR regulating system, transformers the synchronous phase voltage to wide pulse wave 
by trigger module and obtains thyristor gate signal by integrator, so as to achieve the soft-start of 
asynchronous motor. Finally, by comparing and analyzing the simulation results of direct starting 
system and soft starting system, it shows that the feasibility and advantages of the SCR type’s 
asynchronous motor soft starting system. 

Introduction 
In modern society, asynchronous motor plays a crucial role in the production of modern industry 
especially in the industry of electric driving. However, direct starting of the asynchronous motor 
would cause a current surge in the stator while it being activated in case of  it has a higher normal 
rated power. This  current surge will not only be harmful to the motor’s working but also cause strong 
interference to electric power grid and, even cause power system split when the problem gets serious. 
This influence will reduce the service life of the electrical and mechanical equipment in the long run . 

With the booming development of power electronics industrialization and the innovation of  
production technology, many kinds of motor soft starting device appeared, such as CST soft-start [1],  
magnetically controlled soft-start [2], thermal resistor soft-start [3], etc. Besides, the CST soft starting 
system is usually used for conveying systems, and the magnetically controlled soft-start and thermal 
resistor soft-start are more suitable for high voltage grid. At the same time, a sort of soft starting 
system with SCR type has attracted widespread attention because of its wide range applicability. This 
scheme not only solves the problem of current impulse and torque impulse in the direct starting 
process of  the motor, but also can be used to different application conditions by setting its working 
state, which is very flexible and adaptable [4]. 

This paper has presented that  SCR type soft-start scheme. Firstly, it analyzes the theory for the 
start performance of three-phase asynchronous motor. Secondly, it applies SCR module, trigger 
module and control module to achieve the soft starting process according to the theoretical research, 
and established the corresponding simulation model. Finally, it analyses the result of simulation of 
the soft-start motor system and compares it with that of direct starting process. The simulation result 
shows that the soft starting by SCR type will produce smaller stator current and no torque impulse 
when the motor starts. 
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Theoretical research on asynchronous motor starting  
In the theory about three-phase asynchronous motor, the rotor winding can be converted to the stator 
winding in general, and the excitation branch is placed in the input side. So the single-phase of  
asynchronous motor can be simplified as a Γ type equivalent circuit [5]. As shown in Fig. 1.  
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 Fig. 1 Γ type equivalent circuit 

Based on such equivalent circuit, the rotor current can be calculated: 
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For asynchronous motor, the stator and rotor leakage impedance is comparatively small. So when 
it starts, the starting current is mainly composed of stator and rotor starting current. What’s more, the 
excitation current can be neglected. 
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The Eq. 2 is that parameter expression of the mechanical performance of asynchronous motor [2]. 

By the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 which are expressions of rotor current and electromagnetic torque. In the case 
of direct starting, U1 is in a high level in the starting moment which may cause the impulse of current 
and  torque. On the other hand, the theory of soft starting with SCR type is to achieve the purpose of 
changing the mechanical characteristics and controlling the starting torque and starting current of the 
motor by adjusting the stator voltage in the starting process[6]. 

SCR soft starting system  
The SCR soft starting system is composed of the SCR module, the trigger module and the control 
module [7,8]. 
SCR module. It is mainly composed of two antiparallel thyristor, as shown in Fig. 2. That three of 
such module is needed to constitute the main circuit of three-phase AC voltage control circuit.  

 
Fig. 2 SCR module 

Trigger module. AC voltage regulator control circuit, which includes square wave forming 
part, sawtooth wave forming part and phase-shifting control part.  
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Fig. 3 Trigger module 

As shown in Fig. 3, Ut is the synchronous phase voltage, which became a part of square wave by 
the relay module. The square wave shares the same width of  positive half cycle of  the synchronous 
phase, and became a part of sawtooth wave after the Rate Limiter. The trigger module achieves the 
purpose of changing zero crossing point of the saw tooth wave voltage by subtracting Uc from 
sawtooth wave, which is shaped into 180 degree wide pulse finally [4]. 
Control module.  It is shown in follow figure Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Control module 

Phase-shifting control voltage Uc which is a ramp signalis formed by control module. These 
module constitute the simulation model of three-phase asynchronous motor with SCR soft starting 
system, as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5 Simulation model 

Simulation results and analysis  
The no-load starting process of the motor is simulated by that simulation model, whose results is 
compared with direct starting of the motor. 

 
Fig. 6 Stator current of starting process 
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Fig. 7 Electromagnetic torque of starting process 

As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the time (approx 0.3s) used for the direct starting process is relatively 
short. When the motor starts up, the stator current is over 100A, which almost reached five times of 
the rated current. What’s more, when the motor starts (0 seconds), the electromagnetic torque is about 
300 mN • , which is a relatively large torque. It is dangerous to the motor with low mechanical 
strength and may hurt the motor and mechanics. In the other hand, the starting current of SCR soft 
starting motor is smooth and the maximum value is not more than 30A, which can eliminate the 
adverse effects caused by the impact current. The current changes in the whole soft starting process 
are relatively stable. Although electromagnetic torque at the start of the starting is not large, but with 
the process of adjusting the voltage continues, the voltage of stator is also rising, the speed is 
gradually increased, finally reach the rated speed. 

Conclusions 
This paper designs a soft starting scheme of asynchronous motor by SCR type, which is achieved in 
simulation. From the processes of theoretical research, model building and analysis of the results, 
these conclusions can be obtained as the following. 
(1) The simulation results prove that the direct starting has the problem of the current surge and the 
mechanical shock, which is inevitable in the direct starting process. 
(2) This SCR type’s soft-start scheme can effectively decrease the stator current and electromagnetic 
torque during starting process which is smooth and safe to the motor system. The starting 
performance of three-phase asynchronous motor can be improved by adopting this method. 
(3) It is worth to pay attention that the soft starting technology is a kind of power electronic 
technology which contains a number of power electronic devices, so it will produce a certain 
harmonic in the system.  
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